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Abstract
After a summary of a recently proposed new type of instant form of dy-
namics (the Wigner-covariant rest-frame instant form), the reduced Hamilton
equations in the covariant rest-frame Coulomb gauge for the isolated system
of N scalar particles with pseudoclassical Grassmann-valued electric charges
plus the electromagnetic field are studied. The Lienard-Wiechert potentials
of the particles are evaluated and it is shown how the causality problems of
the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation are solved at the pseudoclassical level.
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Then, the covariant rest-frame description of scalar electrodynamics is given.
Applying to it the Feshbach-Villars formalism, the connection with the par-
ticle plus electromagnetic field system is found.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper [1] a new type of instant form of dynamics [2] was introduced with
special Wigner-covariance properties and was named “covariant rest-frame instant form”.
The twofold motivations which led to its discovery were the problem of understanding the
role of relative times in the description of N relativistic scalar particles [whose phase space
coordinates are xµi (τ), p
µ
i (τ), i=1,..,N] with first class constraints p
2
i−m2i ≈ 0 [see Ref. [1] and
the references quoted there for the solution of this problem] and the need of a formulation
already adapted to the transition from special to general relativity.
The N particle system (starting with N free particle for the sake of simplicity) was
reformulated on spacelike hypersurfaces Στ , all diffeomorphic to a given one Σ, foliating
Minkowski spacetime (τ is a scalar parameter labelling the leaves of the foliation) following
Dirac’s approach to parametrized field theory [3], subsequently extended to curved space-
times by Kuchar [4]. In this way one adds an infinite number of configuration variables, the
coordinates zµ(τ, ~σ) of the points of Στ [~σ are Lorentz-scalar curvilinear coordinates on the
abstract Σ embedded in Minkowski spacetime as Στ ]. The position in Στ of a particle travel-
ling on a timelike worldline γi is determined only by the 3 Lorentz-scalar numbers ~σ = ~ηi(τ)
determining the intersection of γi with Στ : x
µ
i (τ) = z
µ(τ, ~ηi(τ)). But this means that the
constraints p2i −m2i ≈ 0 have been solved in this description, so that poi ≈ ±
√
m2i + ~p
2
i and all
the particle time variables xoi (τ) have been replaced by the τ -value identifying Στ [namely
all relative times are put equal to zero from the beginning in a covariant way]. Therefore,
in this 1-time description every particle has a well defined sign ηi = ±1 of the energy and
we cannot describe simultaneously both times like in the N-times description.
The standard Lagrangian of N free paerticles was rewritten in terms of ~ηi(τ), ~˙ηi(τ) =
d
dτ
~ηi(τ) and of the metric induced on Στ by the Minkowski metric ηµν , namely of gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) =
zµ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ)ηµνz
ν
Bˇ
(τ, ~σ), where zµ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ) = ∂
∂σaˇ
zµ(τ, ~σ) [ σAˇ = (σoˇ = τ ;~σ = {σrˇ})]. It turns
out that there are 4 first class constraints determining the momentum ρµ(τ, ~σ), conjugate
to zµ(τ, ~σ), in terms of the momenta ~κi(τ) conjugate to the ~ηi(τ)’s and of the vectors
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normal and tangent to Στ [all functions of the z
µ
rˇ (τ, ~σ)]: the component of ρµ(τ, ~σ) along
the normal is the particle energy-density on Στ , while the components tangent to Στ are
the components of the particle momentum density on Στ . These 4 first class constraints
say that the description of the N particles is independent from the choice of the foliation.
Therefore, in special relativity we can get a simpler description by restricting ourselves to
foliations whose leaves are spacelike hyperplanes of Minkowski spacetime. Finally, if we
select all particle configurations whose total 4-momentum is timelike (they are dense in the
space of all possible configurations), we can restrict ourselves to the special foliation whose
hyperplanes are orthogonal to the total 4-momentum: these hyperplanes, named Wigner
hyperplanes Σw τ , are intrinsically determined by the physical system itself (in this case N
free scalar particles). It is shown in Ref. [1], that at this stage all the degrees of freedom
zµ(τ, ~σ), ρµ(τ, ~σ), have disappeared except for the canonical coordinates x˜
µ
s (τ), p
µ
s , of a point.
While pµs is a timelike 4-vector (playing the role of the total 4-momentum) orthogonal to
Σw τ with p
2
s ≈ squared invariantmass of the system due to the constraints, x˜µs (τ) is not
a 4-vector. It describes the canonical relativistic center of mass of the system: it is the
classical analogue of the Newton-Wigner position operator and, like it, it is covariant only
under the little group of timelike Poincare´ orbits (the Euclidean group).
As shown in Ref. [1], the restriction to Wigner hyperplanes forces the Lorentz-scalar
3-vectors ~ηi(τ), ~κi(τ), to become Wigner spin-1 3-vectors [they transform under in-
duced Wigner rotations when one rotates the Wigner hyperplanes with Lorentz boosts
in Minkowski spacetime], since in the gauge-fixing procedure use is made of the Wigner
standard boost for timelike Poincare´ orbits. Therefore, tensors on the Wigner hyperplane
have Wigner covariance and the Wigner hyperplanes are intrisically Euclidean: an 1-time
Wigner-covariant relativistic statistical mechanics can be developed on them as shown in
Ref. [1].
Only 4 first class constraints remain on Wigner hyperplanes: i) one determines
√
p2s
in terms of the particle-system invariant mass; ii) the other 3 are ~pW =
∑N
i=1 ~κi(τ) ≈ 0
[ ~pW must not be confused with the space part of p
µ
s , which is arbitrary, being connected
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with the chosen frame of reference of Minkowski spacetime in which Wigner hyperplanes
are embedded], saying that the Wigner hyperplanes are the intrinsic rest frames after the
separation of the center of mass motion in Minkowski spacetime. Since the Lorentz-scalar
Minkowski-rest-frame time Ts = ps · x˜s/
√
p2s is the variable conjugate to
√
p2s, one can add
the gauge-fixing Ts − τ ≈ 0 and obtain a description of the evolution in Ts of the system by
using the invariant mass as Hamiltonian [the other 6 degrees of freedom in x˜µs , p
µ
s , are the
6 canonical coordinates of the free noncovariant center of mass]. If one adds the 3 gauge-
fixings
∑N
i=1 ~ηi(τ) ≈ 0, one can reduce the 6N degrees of freedom ~ηi(τ), ~κi(τ), to 3(N-1) pairs
of relative variables [for general systems usually one does not know the form of the needed 3
gauge-fixings to be added]. In this way one gets the rest-frame instant form of dynamics on
the Wigner hyperplanes and has the relativistic generalization of the Newtonian separation
of the center-of-mass motion in phase space.
On the Wigner hypersurface one can introduce any kind of instantaneous action-at-a-
distance interactions (without the complications of the N-times formalism) and to treat the
problem of cluster decomposition in Newtonian terms.
Then in Ref. [1] the isolated system of N scalar particles with Grassmann-valued electric
charges plus the electromagnetic field was studied in this way till the level of Wigner hy-
perplanes. One also found the Dirac observables with respect to the gauge transformations
of the whole system and obtained the Wigner-covariant rest-frame version of the Coulomb
gauge. In particular, this allows to extract from field theory the interparticle instanta-
neous Coulomb potential (which appears in the invariant mass as an additive term to the
particle relativistic kinetic energies) and to regularize the Coulomb self-interactions due to
the Grassmann character of the electric charges Qi, which implies Q
2
i = 0. However, the
Hamilton equations of motion and their implications in the rest-frame instant form were
not given. Moreover, even if there were some comments about the relation of charged parti-
cles with the Feshbach-Villars [5] formalism for charged Klein- Gordon fields with external
electromagnetic fields, no clear connection was established.
In this paper we shall study the Hamilton equations on the Wigner hyperplane of the
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isolated system of N charged scalar particles plus the electromagnetic field in the pseudoclas-
sical case of Grassmann-valued electric charges of the particles. We shall find therest-frame
formulation of the Lienard-Wiechert potentials and the pseudoclassical regularization of the
causality problems of the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation. Each particle has its Lienard-
Wiechert potential, but it does not directly produce radiation because Q2i = 0; however, one
gets a Larmor formula for the radiated energy containing terms QiQj , i 6= j, from the inter-
ference of the various Lienard-Wiechert potentials in wave zone and this is macroscopically
satisfactory.
Then, we reformulate scalar electrodynamics, namely the isolated system of a complex
Klein-Gordon field coupled to the electromagnetic field, on spacelike hypersurfaces and we
obtain its rest-frame description on Wigner hyperplanes. Following Ref. [6], we give the
Dirac observables with respect to the gauge transformations of the theory. Then, we evalu-
ate the rest-frame reduced Hamilton equations and we apply to them the Feshbach-Villars
formalism. Finally, we show that one can recover the previous constraints of chargede par-
ticles plus the electromagnetic field from this treatment of scalar electrodynamics, if one
makes a strong eikonal approximation which eliminates the mixing of positive and negative
energy solutions of the Klein- Gordon theory, which is induced by effects that, in second
quantization, are interpreted as pair production from vacuum polarization.
In Section II we remind some results of Ref. [1]. In Section III we evaluate the reduced
Hamilton equations in the rest-frame instant form. In Section IV we find the Lienard-
Wiechert potentials of the particles and we study their equations of motion, showing which
is the pseudoclassical way out from the causality problems of the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac
equation. In Section V we study scalar electrodynamics on spacelike hypersurfaces and we
find its rest-frame formulation; then we recast it in the Feshbach-Villars formalism and look
for connections with the previous theory. Some final comments are put in the Conclusions.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
In this Section we will introduce the background material from Ref. [1] needed in the
description of physical systems on spacelike hypersurfaces, integrating it with the definitions
needed to describe the isolated system of N scalar particles with pseudoclassical Grassmann-
valued electric charges plus the electromagnetic field [1].
Let {Στ} be a one-parameter family of spacelike hypersurfaces foliating Minkowski space-
time M4 and giving a 3+1 decomposition of it. At fixed τ , let zµ(τ, ~σ) be the coordinates
of the points on Στ in M
4, {~σ} a system of coordinates on Στ . If σAˇ = (στ = τ ;~σ = {σrˇ})
[the notation Aˇ = (τ, rˇ) with rˇ = 1, 2, 3 will be used; note that Aˇ = τ and Aˇ = rˇ = 1, 2, 3
are Lorentz-scalar indices] and ∂Aˇ = ∂/∂σ
Aˇ, one can define the vierbeins
zµ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ) = ∂Aˇz
µ(τ, ~σ), ∂Bˇz
µ
Aˇ
− ∂AˇzµBˇ = 0, (1)
so that the metric on Στ is
gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) = z
µ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ)ηµνz
ν
Bˇ(τ, ~σ), gττ (τ, ~σ) > 0,
g(τ, ~σ) = −det || gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) || = (det || zµAˇ(τ, ~σ) ||)
2
,
γ(τ, ~σ) = −det || grˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) ||. (2)
If γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) is the inverse of the 3-metric grˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) [γ
rˇuˇ(τ, ~σ)guˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) = δ
rˇ
sˇ ], the inverse
gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) of gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) [g
AˇCˇ(τ, ~σ)gcˇbˇ(τ, ~σ) = δ
Aˇ
Bˇ
] is given by
gττ (τ, ~σ) =
γ(τ, ~σ)
g(τ, ~σ)
,
gτ rˇ(τ, ~σ) = −[γ
g
gτuˇγ
uˇrˇ](τ, ~σ),
grˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) = γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ) + [
γ
g
gτuˇgτ vˇγ
uˇrˇγ vˇsˇ](τ, ~σ), (3)
so that 1 = gτCˇ(τ, ~σ)gCˇτ (τ, ~σ) is equivalent to
g(τ, ~σ)
γ(τ, ~σ)
= gττ (τ, ~σ)− γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)gτ rˇ(τ, ~σ)gτ sˇ(τ, ~σ). (4)
We have
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zµτ (τ, ~σ) = (
√
g
γ
lµ + gτ rˇγ
rˇsˇzµsˇ )(τ, ~σ), (5)
and
ηµν = zµ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ)gAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ)zν
Bˇ
(τ, ~σ) =
= (lµlν + zµrˇ γ
rˇsˇzνsˇ )(τ, ~σ), (6)
where
lµ(τ, ~σ) = (
1√
γ
ǫµαβγz
α
1ˇ z
β
2ˇ
zγ
3ˇ
)(τ, ~σ),
l2(τ, ~σ) = 1, lµ(τ, ~σ)z
µ
rˇ (τ, ~σ) = 0, (7)
is the unit (future pointing) normal to Στ at z
µ(τ, ~σ).
For the volume element in Minkowski spacetime we have
d4z = zµτ (τ, ~σ)dτd
3Σµ = dτ [z
µ
τ (τ, ~σ)lµ(τ, ~σ)]
√
γ(τ, ~σ)d3σ =
=
√
g(τ, ~σ)dτd3σ. (8)
Let us remark that according to the geometrical approach of Ref. [4],one can use
Eq.(5) in the form zµτ (τ, ~σ) = N(τ, ~σ)l
µ(τ, ~σ) + N rˇ(τ, ~σ)zµrˇ (τ, ~σ), where N =
√
g/γ =
√
gττ − γ rˇsˇgτ rˇgτ sˇ and N rˇ = gτ sˇγ sˇrˇ are the standard lapse and shift functions, so that
gττ = N
2 + grˇsˇN
rˇN sˇ, gτ rˇ = grˇsˇN
sˇ, gττ = N−2, gτ rˇ = −N rˇ/N2, grˇsˇ = γ rˇsˇ + N rˇN sˇ
N2
,
∂
∂z
µ
τ
= lµ
∂
∂N
+ zsˇµγ
sˇrˇ ∂
∂N rˇ
, d4z = N
√
γdτd3σ.
The rest frame form of a timelike fourvector pµ is
◦
p µ = η
√
p2(1;~0) = ηµoη
√
p2,
◦
p 2 = p2,
where η = sign po. The standard Wigner boost transforming
◦
p µ into pµ is
Lµν(p,
◦
p) = ǫµν (u(p)) =
= ηµν + 2
pµ
◦
pν
p2
− (p
µ +
◦
p
µ
)(pν +
◦
pν)
p· ◦p +p2
=
= ηµν + 2u
µ(p)uν(
◦
p)− (u
µ(p) + uµ(
◦
p))(uν(p) + uν(
◦
p))
1 + uo(p)
,
ν = 0 ǫµo (u(p)) = u
µ(p) = pµ/η
√
p2,
ν = r ǫµr (u(p)) = (−ur(p); δir −
ui(p)ur(p)
1 + uo(p)
). (9)
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The inverse of Lµν(p,
◦
p) is Lµν(
◦
p, p), the standard boost to the rest frame, defined by
Lµν(
◦
p, p) = Lν
µ(p,
◦
p) = Lµν(p,
◦
p)|~p→−~p. (10)
Therefore, we can define the following vierbeins [the ǫµr (u(p))’s are also called polarization
vectors; the indices r, s will be used for A=1,2,3 and o¯ for A=0]
ǫµA(u(p)) = L
µ
A(p,
◦
p),
ǫAµ (u(p)) = L
A
µ(
◦
p, p) = ηABηµνǫ
ν
B(u(p)),
ǫo¯µ(u(p)) = ηµνǫ
ν
o(u(p)) = uµ(p),
ǫrµ(u(p)) = −δrsηµνǫνr (u(p)) = (δrsus(p); δrj − δrsδjh
uh(p)us(p)
1 + uo(p)
),
ǫAo (u(p)) = uA(p), (11)
which satisfy
ǫAµ (u(p))ǫ
ν
A(u(p)) = η
µ
ν ,
ǫAµ (u(p))ǫ
µ
B(u(p)) = η
A
B,
ηµν = ǫµA(u(p))η
ABǫνB(u(p)) = u
µ(p)uν(p)−
3∑
r=1
ǫµr (u(p))ǫ
ν
r(u(p)),
ηAB = ǫ
µ
A(u(p))ηµνǫ
ν
B(u(p)),
pα
∂
∂pα
ǫµA(u(p)) = pα
∂
∂pα
ǫAµ (u(p)) = 0. (12)
The Wigner rotation corresponding to the Lorentz transformation Λ is
Rµν(Λ, p) = [L(
◦
p, p)Λ−1L(Λp,
◦
p)]
µ
ν =

 1 0
0 Rij(Λ, p)

 ,
Rij(Λ, p) = (Λ
−1)
i
j − (Λ
−1)iopβ(Λ−1)βj
pρ(Λ−1)ρo + η
√
p2
−
− p
i
po + η
√
p2
[(Λ−1)oj − ((Λ
−1)oo − 1)pβ(Λ−1)βj
pρ(Λ−1)ρo + η
√
p2
]. (13)
The polarization vectors transform under the Poincare´ transformations (a,Λ) in the
following way
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ǫµr (u(Λp)) = (R
−1)r
s Λµν ǫ
ν
s(u(p)). (14)
In Ref. [1], the system of N charged scalar particles was considered. As said in the
Introduction, on the hypersurface Στ the particles are described by variables ~ηi(τ) such that
xµi (τ) = z
µ(τ, ~ηi(τ)). The electric charge of each particle is described in a pseudoclassical way
[7] by means of a pair of complex conjugate Grassmann variables [8] θi(τ), θ
∗
i (τ) satisfying
[Ii = I
∗
i = θ
∗
i θi is the generator of the Uem(1) group of particle i]
θ2i = θ
∗2
i = 0, θiθ
∗
i + θ
∗
i θi = 0,
θiθj = θjθi, θiθ
∗
j = θ
∗
jθi, θ
∗
i θ
∗
j = θ
∗
j θ
∗
i , i 6= j. (15)
This amounts to assume that the electric charges Qi = eiθ
∗
i θi are quatized with levels 0 and
ei [8].
On the hypersurface Στ , we describe the electromagnetic potential and field strength
with Lorentz-scalar variables AAˇ(τ, ~σ) and FAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) respectively, defined by
AAˇ(τ, ~σ) = z
µ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ)Aµ(z(τ, ~σ)),
FAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ) = ∂AˇABˇ(τ, ~σ)− ∂BˇAAˇ(τ, ~σ) = zµAˇ(τ, ~σ)zνBˇ(τ, ~σ)Fµν(z(τ, ~σ)). (16)
The system is described by the action [1]
S =
∫
dτd3σL(τ, ~σ) =
∫
dτL(τ),
L(τ) =
∫
d3σL(τ, ~σ),
L(τ, ~σ) = i
2
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))[θ∗i (τ)θ˙i(τ)− θ˙∗i (τ)θi(τ)]−
−
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))[ηimi
√
gττ (τ, ~σ) + 2gτ rˇ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ) + grˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ)η˙
sˇ
i (τ) +
+eiθ
∗
i (τ)θi(τ)(Aτ (τ, ~σ) + Arˇ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ))]−
−1
4
√
g(τ, ~σ)gAˇCˇ(τ, ~σ)gBˇDˇ(τ, ~σ)FAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ)FCˇDˇ(τ, ~σ), (17)
where the configuration variables are zµ(τ, ~σ) AAˇ(τ, ~σ), ~ηi(τ), θi(τ) and θ
∗
i (τ), i=1,..,N. We
have
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−1
4
√
ggAˇCˇgBˇDˇ
∑
a FaAˇBˇFaCˇDˇ =
= −1
4
√
g
∑
a[2(g
ττgrˇsˇ − gτ rˇgτ sˇ)Faτ rˇFaτ sˇ + 4grˇsˇgτuˇFaτ rˇFasˇuˇ + grˇuˇgsˇvˇFarˇsˇFauˇvˇ] =
= −√γ∑a[12√γgFaτ rˇγ rˇsˇFaτ sˇ − √γg gτ vˇγ vˇrˇFarˇsˇγ sˇuˇFaτuˇ + 14√ gγγ rˇsˇFarˇuˇFasˇvˇ(γuˇvˇ +
2γ
g
gτmˇγ
mˇuˇgτnˇγ
nˇvˇ)] = −
√
γ
2N
(Fτ rˇ −N uˇFuˇrˇ)γ rˇsˇ(Fτ sˇ −N vˇFvˇsˇ)− N
√
γ
4
γ rˇsˇγuˇvˇFrˇuˇFsˇvˇ.
The action is invariant under separate τ - and ~σ-reparametrizations, since Aτ (τ, ~σ) trans-
forms as a τ -derivative; moreover, it is invariant under the odd phase transformations
δθi 7→ iαθi, generated by the Ii’s.
The canonical momenta are [Erˇ = Frˇτ and Brˇ =
1
2
ǫrˇsˇtˇFsˇtˇ (ǫrˇsˇtˇ = ǫ
rˇsˇtˇ) are the electric and
magnetic fields respectively; for gAˇBˇ → ηAˇBˇ one gets πrˇ = −Erˇ = E rˇ]
ρµ(τ, ~σ) = − ∂L(τ, ~σ)
∂zµτ (τ, ~σ)
=
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))ηimi
zτµ(τ, ~σ) + zrˇµ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ)√
gττ(τ, ~σ) + 2gτ rˇ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ) + grˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ)η˙
sˇ
i (τ)
+
+
√
g(τ, ~σ)
4
[(gττzτµ + g
τ rˇzrˇµ)(τ, ~σ)g
AˇCˇ(τ, ~σ)gBˇDˇ(τ, ~σ)FAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ)FCˇDˇ(τ, ~σ)−
− 2[zτµ(τ, ~σ)(gAˇτgτCˇgBˇDˇ + gAˇCˇgBˇτgτDˇ)(τ, ~σ) +
+ zrˇµ(τ, ~σ)(g
AˇrˇgτCˇ + gAˇτgrˇCˇ)(τ, ~σ)gBˇDˇ(τ, ~σ)]FAˇBˇ(τ, ~σ)FCˇDˇ(τ, ~σ)] =
= [(ρν l
ν)lµ + (ρνz
ν
rˇ )γ
rˇsˇzsˇµ](τ, ~σ),
πτ (τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τAτ (τ, ~σ)
= 0,
πrˇ(τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τArˇ(τ, ~σ)
= − γ(τ, ~σ)√
g(τ, ~σ)
γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)(Fτ sˇ − gτ vˇγ vˇuˇFuˇsˇ)(τ, ~σ) =
=
γ(τ, ~σ)√
g(τ, ~σ)
γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)(Esˇ(τ, ~σ) + gτ vˇ(τ, ~σ)γ
vˇuˇ(τ, ~σ)ǫuˇsˇtˇBtˇ(τ, ~σ)),
κirˇ(τ) = − ∂L(τ)
∂η˙rˇi (τ)
=
= ηimi
gτ rˇ(τ, ~ηi(τ)) + grˇsˇ(τ, ~ηi(τ))η˙
sˇ
i (τ)√
gττ (τ, ~ηi(τ)) + 2gτ rˇ(τ, ~ηi(τ))η˙
rˇ
i (τ) + grˇsˇ(τ, ~ηi(τ))η˙
rˇ
i (τ)η˙
sˇ
i (τ)
+
+ eiθ
∗
i (τ)θi(τ)Arˇ(τ, ~ηi(τ)),
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πθ i(τ) =
∂L(τ)
∂θ˙i(τ)
= − i
2
θ∗i (τ)
πθ∗ i(τ) =
∂L(τ)
∂θ˙∗i (τ)
= − i
2
θi(τ), (18)
and the following Poisson brackets are assumed
{zµ(τ, ~σ), ρν(τ, ~σ′} = −ηµν δ3(~σ − ~σ
′
),
{AAˇ(τ, ~σ), πBˇ(τ, ~σ
′
)} = ηBˇ
Aˇ
δ3(~σ − ~σ′),
{ηrˇi (τ), κjsˇ(τ)} = −δijδrˇsˇ ,
{θi(τ), πθ j(τ)} = −δij ,
{θ∗i (τ), πθ∗ j(τ)} = −δij . (19)
The Grassmann momenta give rise to the second class constraints πθ i +
i
2
θ∗i ≈ 0, πθ∗ i +
i
2
θi ≈ 0 [{πθ i + i2θ∗i , πθ∗ j + i2θj} = −iδij ]; πθ i and πθ∗ i are then eliminated with the help of
Dirac brackets
{A,B}∗ = {A,B} − i[{A, πθ i + i
2
θ∗i }{πθ∗ i +
i
2
θi, B}+ {A, πθ∗ i + i
2
θi}{πθ i + i
2
θ∗i , B}] (20)
so that the remaining Grassmann variables have the fundamental Dirac brackets [which we
will still denote {., .} for the sake of simplicity]
{θi(τ), θj(τ)} = {θ∗i (τ), θ∗j (τ)} = 0,
{θi(τ), θ∗j (τ)} = −iδij . (21)
We obtain four primary constraints
Hµ(τ, ~σ) = ρµ(τ, ~σ)− lµ(τ, ~σ)[Tττ (τ, ~σ) +
+
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))×
ηi
√
m2i − γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)[κirˇ(τ)− eiθ∗i (τ)θi(τ)Arˇ(τ, ~σ)][κisˇ(τ)− eiθ∗i (τ)θi(τ)Asˇ(τ, ~σ)] ]−
− zrˇµ(τ, ~σ)γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ){−Tτ sˇ(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))[κisˇ − eiθ∗i (τ)θi(τ)Asˇ(τ, ~σ)]} ≈ 0, (22)
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where
Tττ (τ, ~σ) = −1
2
(
1√
γ
πrˇgrˇsˇπ
sˇ −
√
γ
2
γ rˇsˇγuˇvˇFrˇuˇFsˇvˇ)(τ, ~σ),
Tτ sˇ(τ, ~σ) = −Fsˇtˇ(τ, ~σ)πtˇ(τ, ~σ) = −ǫsˇtˇuˇπtˇ(τ, ~σ)Buˇ(τ, ~σ) =
= [~π(τ, ~σ)× ~B(τ, ~σ)]sˇ, (23)
are the energy density and the Poynting vector respectively. We use the notation (~π× ~B)sˇ =
( ~E × ~B)sˇ because it is consistent with ǫsˇtˇuˇπtˇBuˇ in the flat metric limit gAˇBˇ → ηAˇBˇ; in this
limit Tττ → 12( ~E2 + ~B2).
These constraints are first class [1] and their existence implies that the description of the
system is independent from the choice of the foliation.
Since the canonical Hamiltonian is (we assume boundary conditions for the electromag-
netic potential such that all the surface terms can be neglected; see Ref. [9])
Hc = −
N∑
i=1
κirˇ(τ)η˙
rˇ
i (τ) +
∫
d3σ[πAˇ(τ, ~σ)∂τAAˇ(τ, ~σ)− ρµ(τ, ~σ)zµτ (τ, ~σ)− L(τ, ~σ)] =
=
∫
d3σ[∂rˇ(π
rˇ(τ, ~σ)Aτ (τ, ~σ))−Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ)] = −
∫
d3σAτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ), (24)
with
Γ(τ, ~σ) = ∂rˇπ
rˇ(τ, ~σ)−
N∑
i=1
eiθ
∗
i (τ)θi(τ)δ
3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)), (25)
we have the Dirac Hamiltonian (λµ(τ, ~σ) and λτ (τ, ~σ) are Dirac’s multipliers)
HD =
∫
d3σλµ(τ, ~σ)Hµ(τ, ~σ) + λτ (τ, ~σ)πτ (τ, ~σ)− Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ)]. (26)
The Lorentz scalar constraint πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 is generated by the gauge invariance of S; its
time constancy will produce the only secondary constraint (Gauss law)
Γ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (27)
The ten conserved Poincare´ generators are
P µ = pµs =
∫
d3σρµ(τ, ~σ),
Jµν = Jµνs =
∫
d3σ(zµρν − zνρµ)(τ, ~σ). (28)
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As shown in Ref. [1], one can restrict himself to foliations whose leaves are space-
like hyperplanes with constant timelike normal lµ, by adding the gauge-fixings zµ(τ, ~σ) ≈
xµs (τ) + b
µ
rˇ (τ)σ
rˇ [bµ
Aˇ
= {bµτ = lµ = ǫµαβγbα1 (τ)bβ2 (τ)bγ3(τ); bµrˇ (τ)} (∂τ lµ = 0) is an orthonor-
mal tetrad] and by going to Dirac brackets. In this way the hypersurface degrees of free-
dom zµ(τ, ~σ), ρµ(τ, ~σ), are reduced to 20 ones: i) 8 are x
µ
s (τ), p
µ
s ; ii) 12 are the 6 inde-
pendent pairs of canonical variables hidden in bµ
Aˇ
and Sµνs = J
µν
s − (xµspνs − xνspµs ). The
constraints Hµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 are reduced to only 10 constraints: H˜(τ) = ∫ d3σHµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
H˜(τ) = bµrˇ (τ)
∫
d3σ σrˇHν(τ, ~σ)− bνrˇ (τ)
∫
d3σ σrˇHµ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0.
Then, if one restricts himself to configurations with p2s > 0, one can make a further
canonical reduction to the special foliation whose hyperplanes (the Wigner hyperplanes Σw τ
are orthogonal to pµs [namely l
µ = pµs/
√
p2s]. This is achieved in two steps: i) firstly, one
boosts at rest the variables bµ
Aˇ
, Sµνs , with the standard Wigner boost L
µ
ν(ps,
◦
ps) for timelike
Poincare´ orbits; ii) then, one adds the gauge-fixings bµ
Aˇ
− Lµa(ps, ◦ps) ≈ 0 and goes to Dirac
brackets. Only 4 pairs, x˜µs (τ), p
µ
s , of canonical variables are associated with the Wigner
hyperplane Σw τ and the final constraints can be put in the form
H(τ) = ηs
√
p2s − [
N∑
i=1
ηi
√
m2i + [~κi(τ)− eiθ∗i (τ)θi(τ) ~A(τ, ~ηi(τ))]2 +
− 1
2
∫
d3σ[~π2(τ, ~σ) + ~B2(τ, ~σ)] ≈ 0,
~Hp(τ) =
N∑
i=1
[~κi(τ)− eiθ∗i (τ)θi(τ) ~A(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
∫
d3σ~π(τ, ~σ)× ~B(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
Γ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (29)
As said in the Introduction, x˜µs (τ) is not a 4-vector [see Ref. [1] for its definition], Aτ (τ, ~σ)
and πτ (τ, ~σ) are Lorentz scalars, while ~A(τ, ~σ) and ~π(τ, ~σ) are Wigner spin-1 3-vectors.
As shown in Ref. [1] and as it is shown in Section V for scalar electrodynamics, one can
eliminate the electromagnetic gauge degrees of freedom and reexpress everything in terms
of the Dirac observables: i) ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~σ), ~ˇπ⊥(τ, ~σ), {Aˇr⊥(τ, ~σ), πˇs⊥(τ, ~σ′)} = −P rs⊥ (~σ)δ3(~σ − ~σ′)
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[P rs⊥ (~σ) = δ
rs+ ∂
r∂s
△ , △ = −~∂2] for the electromagnetic field; ii) ~ηi(τ), ~ˇκi(τ) = ~κi(τ)+Qi
~∂
△
~∂ ·
~A(τ, ~σ) for the particles [they become dressed with a Coulomb cloud]; iii) θˇ∗i (τ), θˇi(τ), such
that Qi = eiθ
∗
i θi = eiθˇ
∗
i θˇi. This is the Wigner-covariant rest-frame Coulomb gauge. The
reduced form of the 4 remaining constraints is
H(τ) = ǫs − {
N∑
i=1
ηi
√
m2i + (~ˇκi(τ)−Qi ~A⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)))2 +
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
∫
d3σ
1
2
[~ˇπ
2
⊥(τ, ~σ) + ~ˇB
2
(τ, ~σ)]} ≈ 0,
~Hp(τ) = ~ˇκ+(τ) +
∫
d3σ[~ˇπ⊥ × ~ˇB](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, (30)
Note that in this way one has extracted the Coulomb potential from field theory and
that the pseudoclassical property Q2i = 0 regularizes the Coulomb self-energies.
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III. REDUCED HAMILTON EQUATIONS FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD AND THE PARTICLES.
Let us add some more results regarding N scalar electrically charged particles plus the
electromagnetic field in the rest-frame instant form of the dynamics [1].
Let us first consider N scalar free particles, which are described by the following 4 first
class constraints on the Wigner hyperplane [on it the independent Hamiltonian variables are:
(Ts,ǫs), ~zs, ~ks), (~ηi(τ), ~κi(τ)), i=1,..,N; the other basis for the particles is (~η+(τ), ~κ+(τ)),
(~ρa¯(τ), ~πa¯(τ)), a¯ = 1, .., N − 1]
H(τ) = ǫs −
N∑
i=1
ηi
√
m2i + ~κ
2
i (τ) = ǫs −Hrel ≈ 0,
~Hp(τ) =
∑
i
~κi(τ) ≈ 0,
HD = λ(τ)H(τ)− ~λ(τ) · ~Hp(τ). (31)
If we add the gauge-fixing
χ = Ts − τ ≈ 0, (32)
its conservation in τ will imply λ(τ) = −1. Going to Dirac brackets, we can eliminate the
pair (Ts,ǫs). The Hamiltonian giving the evolution in the rest-frame time τ = Ts will be
HR = Hrel − ~λ(τ) · ~Hp(τ),
Hrel =
N∑
i=1
ηi
√
m2i + ~κ
2
i (τ). (33)
The associated Hamilton-Dirac equations are
~˙ηi(τ)
◦
=
~κi(τ)
ηi
√
m2i + ~κ
2
i (τ)
− ~λ(τ)
~˙κi(τ)
◦
=0,
N∑
i=1
~κi(τ)
◦
=0. (34)
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The first line in invertible to give the momenta
~κi(τ) = ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
, (35)
so that the associated Lagrangian is [~λ(τ) are now Lagrange multipliers]
LR = ~κi(τ) · ~˙ηi(τ)−HR = −
N∑
i=1
ηimi
√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2 (36)
The Euler-Lagrange equations are
d
dτ
∂LR
∂~˙ηi
=
d
dτ
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
)
◦
=0
∂LR
∂~λ
=
∑
i
ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
◦
=0. (37)
Let us remark that there is no equation of motion for the variables (~zs, ~ks) [the only
left variables pertaining to the Wigner hyperplane]: this means that they are Jacobi data
independent from τ = Ts.
In the free case one knows that by adding the gauge-fixings [its conservation imply
~λ(τ) = 0]
~η+(τ) ≈ 0, (38)
one can eliminate, by going to Dirac brackets, the variables (~η+,~κ+). Now the N particles
are descibed by N-1 pairs of variables (~ρa¯,~πa¯) relative to the center of mass and there is no
constraint left. The Hamiltonian for the evolution in the rest-frame time τ = Ts is
Hrel =
N∑
i=1
ηi
√√√√m2i + (N
N−1∑
a¯=1
γˆa¯i~ˇπa¯(τ))2, (39)
and the Hamilton equations are
~˙ρa(τ)
◦
=
N∑
i=1
N−1∑
b¯=1
Nγˆaiγˆbi
ηi
√
m2i + (N
∑N−1
c¯=1 γˆc¯i~πc¯(τ))
2
~πb¯,
~˙πa¯(τ)
◦
=0. (40)
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However, this completely reduced description has the drawback that it is algebraically impos-
sible to get explicitely the associated Lagrangian. Only in the case N=2 with m1 = m2 = m
one gets
Lrel = −m
√
4− ~˙ρ2(τ), ⇒ |~˙ρ(τ)| ≤ 2. (41)
This result shows that there are kinematical restrictions on the relative velocities, which,
not being absolute velocities, can exceed the velocity of light without violation of Einstein
causality.
Let us now study the case of N charged scalar particles plus the electromagnetic field on
the Wigner hyperplane after the addition of the gauge-fixing Ts − τ ≈ 0. The Hamiltonian
is [1]
HR = Hrel − ~λ(τ) · ~Hp(τ),
Hrel =
N∑
i=1
ηi
√
m2i + (~ˇκi(τ)−Qi ~A⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)))2 +
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
∫
d3σ
1
2
[~ˇπ
2
⊥(τ, ~σ) + ~ˇB
2
(τ, ~σ)],
~Hp(τ) = ~ˇκ+(τ) +
∫
d3σ[~ˇπ⊥ × ~ˇB](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, (42)
where ~ˇκi, ~ˇA⊥, ~ˇπ⊥, are the electromagnetic Dirac observables. The Grassmann-valued (Dirac
observable) electric charges of the particles are Qi = eiθˇ
∗
i θˇi, Q
2
i = 0.
The Hamilton-Dirac equations are
~˙ηi(τ)
◦
=
~ˇκi(τ)−Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))
ηi
√
m2i + (~ˇκi(τ)−Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)))2
− ~λ(τ)
˙ˇ~κi(τ)
◦
= −∑
k 6=i
QiQk(~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ)
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +
+Qi(η˙
u
i (τ) + λ
u(τ))
∂
~ηi
Aˇu⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))],
~ˇκ+(τ) +
∫
d3σ[~ˇπ⊥ × ~ˇB](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (43)
In the second equation we have already used the following inversion of the first equation
~ˇκi(τ) = ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)). (44)
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The Hamilton-Dirac equations for the fields are
A˙⊥r(τ, ~σ)
◦
= −π⊥r(τ, ~σ)− [~λ(τ) · ~∂]A⊥r(τ, ~σ),
π˙r⊥(τ, ~σ)
◦
= ∆Ar⊥(τ, ~σ)− [~λ(τ) · ~∂]πr⊥(τ, ~σ) +
−∑
i
QiP
rs
⊥ (~σ)η˙
s
i (τ)δ
3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)). (45)
The associated Lagrangian is
LR(τ) = ~˙ηi(τ) · ~ˇκi(τ)−
∫
d3σ
˙ˇ~A⊥(τ, ~σ) · ~ˇπ⊥(τ, ~σ)−HR(τ) =
=
N∑
i=1
[−ηimi
√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2 +Qi[~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ)] · ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
1
2
∑
i6=j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
+
∫
d3σ [
(
˙ˇ~A⊥ + [~λ(τ) · ~∂] ~ˇA⊥)2
2
−
~ˇB
2
2
](τ, ~σ) (46)
and its Euler-Lagrange equations are
d
dτ
[ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))]
◦
=
◦
=−∑
k 6=i
QiQk(~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ)
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +Qi(η˙
u
i (τ) + λ
u(τ))
∂
~ηi
Aˇu⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)), (47)
− ¨ˇAr⊥(τ, ~σ)−
d
dτ
{[~λ(τ) · ~∂]Aˇr⊥(τ, ~σ)} ◦=
◦
= ∆Aˇr⊥(τ, ~σ) + [~λ(τ) · ~∂]{ ˙ˇA
r
⊥(τ, ~σ) + [~λ(τ) · ~∂]Aˇr⊥(τ, ~σ)}+
−
N∑
i=1
QiP
rs
⊥ (~σ)[η˙
s
i (τ) + λ
s(τ)]δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)), (48)
N∑
i=1
[ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1− (~˙η(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
∫
d3σ
∑
r
[(~∂Aˇr⊥)(
˙ˇA
r
⊥ + [~λ(τ) · ~∂]Aˇr⊥)](τ, ~σ) ◦=0. (49)
The Lagrangian expression for the invariant mass Hrel is
Erel =
N∑
i=1
ηimi√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))2
+
∑
i>j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
+
∫
d3σ
1
2
[ ~ˇE
2
⊥(τ, ~σ) + ~ˇB
2
(τ, ~σ)] = const. (50)
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Eq.(47) may be rewritten as
d
dτ
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ)√
1 + (~˙ηi(τ) +
~λ(τ))2
)
◦
=
◦
= −∑
k 6=i
QiQk(~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ))
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +
+Qi[ ~ˇE⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)) + (~˙ηi(τ) + ~λ(τ))× ~ˇB(τ, ~ηi(τ))], (51)
where the notation Eˇr⊥ = − ˇ˙A
r
⊥ − [~λ(τ) · ~∂]Aˇr⊥ = πˇr⊥ has been introduced.
Let us remark that Eqs.(51) and (48) are the rest-frame analogues of the usual equations
for charged particles in an external electromagnetic field and of the electromagnetic field
with external particle sources; however, now, both particles and electromagnetic field are
dynamical. Eq.(49) defines the rest frame by using the total (Wigner spin 1) 3-momentum
of the isolated system formed by the particles plus the electromagnetic field. Eq.(50) gives
the constant invariant mass of the isolated system: the electromagnetic self-energy of the
particles has been regularized by the Grassmann-valued electric charges [Q2i = 0] so that the
invariant mass is finite.
Let us now consider the gauge ~λ(τ) = 0 [this result would be consistent with the ad-
dition of the unknown gauge-fixings for the 3 first class constraints ~Hp(τ) ≈ 0]. In this
case, by eliminating the momenta, the equations of motion for the particles and for the
electromagnetic field become
d
dτ
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ)√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
)
◦
= −∑
k 6=i
QiQk(~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ))
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +
+Qi[ ~ˇE⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)) + ~˙ηi(τ)× ~ˇB(τ, ~ηi(τ))], (52)
2Aˇr⊥(τ, ~σ) =
¨ˇA
r
⊥(τ, ~σ) + ∆Aˇ
r
⊥(τ, ~σ)
◦
=Jr⊥(τ, ~σ) =
=
N∑
i=1
QiP
rs
⊥ (~σ)η˙
s(τ)δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)) =
=
N∑
i=1
Qiη˙
s(τ)(δrs +
∂r∂s
∆
)δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)) =
=
N∑
i=1
Qiη˙
s(τ)[δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)) +
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+
∫
d3σ′
πrs(~σ − ~σ′)
| ~σ − ~σ′ |3 δ
3(~σ′ − ~ηi(τ)), (53)
with
πrs(~σ − ~σ′) = δrs − 3(σr − σ′r)(σs − σ′s)/(~σ − ~σ′)2. (54)
Due to the projector P rs⊥ (~σ) required by the rest-frame Coulomb gauge, the sources of
the transverse (Wigner spin 1) vector potential are no more local and one has a system of
integrodifferential equations (like with the equations generated by Fokker-Tetrode actions)
with the open problem of how to define an initial value problem.
The equations identifying the rest frame become
N∑
i=1
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ)√
1− ~˙η2(τ)
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))) +
+
∫
d3σ
∑
r
[(~∂Aˇr⊥)(
˙ˇA
r
⊥](τ, ~σ)
◦
=0. (55)
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IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC LIENARD-WIECHERT POTENTIALS.
Eqs.(53) can be resolved by using the retarded Green function
Gret(τ ;~σ) = (1/2π)θ(τ)δ[τ
2 − ~σ2],
⇒ 2Gret(τ, ~σ) = δ(τ)δ3(~σ), (56)
and one obtains
Aˇr⊥RET (τ, ~σ)
◦
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Qi
2π
P rs⊥ (~σ)
∫
dτ ′d3σ′
θ(τ − τ ′)δ[(τ − τ ′)2 − (~σ − ~σ′)2]η˙si (τ ′)δ3(~σ′ − ~ηi(τ
′
)) =
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Qi
2π
P rs⊥ (~σ)
∫
dτ ′
θ(τ − τ ′)δ[(τ − τ ′)2 − (~σ − ~ηi(τ ′))2]η˙si (τ ′), (57)
where 2A⊥IN(τ, ~σ) = 0 is a homogeneous solution describing arbitrary incoming radiation.
Let (τ, ~σ) be the coordinates of a point zµ(τ, ~σ) of Minkowski spacetime lying on the
Wigner hyperplane ΣW (τ), on which the locations of the particles are (τ, ~ηi(τ)) [i.e. x
µ
i (τ) =
zµ(τ, ~ηi(τ))]. The rest-frame distance between z
µ(τ, ~σ) and xµi (τ) is ~ri(τ, ~σ) = ~σ − ~ηi(τ); let
~ˆri(τ, ~σ) = (~σ − ~ηi(τ))/|~σ − ~ηi(τ)| be the associated unit vector, ~ˆr
2
i (τ, ~σ) = 1.
Let τi+(τ, ~σ) [the retarded times] denote the retarded solutions of the equations
(τ − τi+)2 = (~σ − ~ηi(τi+))2, i = 1, .., N. (58)
The point zµ(τ, ~σ) lies on the lightcones emanating from the particle worldlines at their points
xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ)) = z
µ(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ))), lying on the Wigner hyperplanes ΣW (τi+(τ, ~σ)) re-
spectively. The point zµ(τ, ~σ) on ΣW (τ) will define points z
µ(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) on the Wigner
hyperplanes ΣW (τi+(τ, ~σ)) by orthogonal projection [since (z
µ(τ, ~σ) − xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ))2 = 0,
we have Ri+(τ, ~σ) =
√
(z(τ, ~σ)− z(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ))2 =
√
−(z(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)− xi(τi+(τ, ~σ))2 and
zµ(τ, ~σ) − xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ)) = Ri+(τ, ~σ)(tµi+(τ, ~σ) + sµi+(τ, ~σ)) with tµi+(τ, ~σ) and sµi+(τ, ~σ) be-
ing the timelike and spacelike unit vectors associated with zµ(τ, ~σ) − zµ(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) and
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zµ(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) − xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ)) respectively; Ri+(τ, ~σ) is the Minkowski retarded distance
between zµ(τ, ~σ) and xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ))].
Let ~ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) = ~σ − ~ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) denote the rest-frame retarded distance be-
tween the points zµ(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) and the points x
µ
i (τi+(τ, ~σ)) of the worldlines belonging
to ΣW (τi+(τ, ~σ)) [with ~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) being the unit vector, ~ˆr
2
i+ = 1]. Let us denote the
lenght of the vectors ~ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) with
ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) = |~ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)| = |~σ − ~ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ))| =
= τ − τi+(τ, ~σ) > 0. (59)
Then, we have
θ(τ − τ ′) δ[(τ − τ ′)2 − (~σ − ~ηi(τ ′))2] = δ(τ
′ − τi+(τ, ~σ))
2ρi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
,
ρi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) = τ − τi+(τ, ~σ)− ~˙ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) · [~σ − ~ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ))] =
= ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)[1− ~˙ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) · ~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)]. (60)
Eq.(57) can be rewritten as
Aˇr⊥RET (τ, ~σ) = Aˇ
r
⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
P rs⊥ (~σ)
η˙si (τi+(τ, ~σ))
̺i+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
=
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
[
η˙si (τi+(τ, ~σ))
̺i+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
+
+
∫
d3σ′
πrs(~σ − ~σ′)
| ~σ − ~σ′ |3
η˙si (τi+(τ, ~σ
′))
̺i+(τi+(τ, ~σ
′), ~σ′)
] =
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Aˇr⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) =
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
QiA˜
r
⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ), (61)
where ~ˇA⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) is the rest-frame form of the Lienard-Wiechert retarded potential
produced by particle i [its Minkowski analogue, i.e. the relativistic generalization of the
Coulomb potential, is Aµ(i+)(z) =
Qi
4π
x˙
µ
i
(τi+)
x˙i(τi+)·[z−xi(τi+)] =
Qi
4π
x˙
µ
i
(τi+)
Ri+[1− ~ˆRi+·~˙xi(τi+)]
]. Since we are
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in the rest-frame Coulomb gauge with only transverse Wigner-covariant vector potentials,
~ˇA⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) has a first standard term generated at the retarded time τi+(τ, ~σ) at
xµi (τi+(τ, ~σ)), which is, however, accompanied by a nonlocal term receiving contributions
from all the retarded times −∞ < τi+(τ, ~σ′) ≤ τ ., which is due to the elimination of the
electromagnetic gauge degrees of freedom [this is the origin of the transverse projector]. If
we put the ~ˇA⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)’s in the particle equations (52), with ~ˇA⊥IN(τ, ~σ) = 0, then
the equations of motion become integro-differential equations like the ones generated by a
Fokker action.
To evaluate the electric [ ~ˇE⊥ = −
˙ˇ~A⊥] and magnetic [ ~ˇB = −~∂ × ~ˇA⊥] fields produced by
~ˇA⊥(i+)(τ, ~σ), we need the rule of derivation of ‘retarded’ functions g(τ, ~σ; τi+(τ, ~σ)). From
Eq.(58) we get (τ − τi+)(dτ − dτi+) = ri+(dτ − dτi+) = [~σ − ~ηi(τi+)] · [d~σ − ~˙ηi(τi+)dτi+] =
~ri+ · [d~σ − ~˙ηi(τi+)dτi+]. Therefore, by introducing the notation
~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) =
~ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
̺i+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
=
~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
1− ~˙ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) · ~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
, ~ˆri+ =
~vi+
|~vi+| ,
| ~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) | = 1
1− ~˙ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) · ~ˆvi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
=
τ − τi+(τ, ~σ)
̺i+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
, (62)
we get
∂τi+(τ, ~σ)
∂τ
= |~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)|,
∂τi+(τ, ~σ)
∂σs
= rˆi+ s(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) |~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)| = vi+ s(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ),
∂g(τ, ~σ; τi+(τ, ~σ)))
∂τ
= [(
∂
∂τ
|τ ′ + |~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)|
∂
∂τ ′
)g(τ, ~σ; τ
′
)]|τ ′=τi+(τ,~σ),
∂g(τ, ~σ; τi+(τ, ~σ)))
∂σs
= [(
∂
∂σs
|τ ′ + vi+ s(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
∂
∂τ ′
)g(τ, ~σ; τ
′
)]|τ ′=τi+(τ,~σ). (63)
so that [using ∂~ri+(τi+, ~σ)/∂τi+ = −~˙ηi(τi+), ∂ri+(τi+, ~σ)/∂τi+ = −~˙ηi(τi+) · ~ˆri+(τi+, ~σ),
∂ρi+(τi+, ~σ)/∂τi+ = ~˙η
2
i (τi+)−( ~˙ηi(τi+)+ri+(τi+, ~σ)~¨ηi(τi+) )·~ˆri+(τi+, ~σ), ∂∂σs |τi+ rri+(τi+, ~σ) = δrs ,
∂
∂σs
|τi+ ri+(τi+, ~σ) = rˆsi+(τi+, ~σ), ∂∂σs |τi+ ρi+(τi+, ~σ) = −(η˙si (τi+) + rˆsi+(τi+, ~σ) )] we get
Eˇr⊥RET (τ, ~σ) = −
∂
∂τ
Aˇr⊥RET (τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
◦
= Eˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ)−
− P rs⊥ (~σ)
N∑
i=1
[
Qi
4π
|~vi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)| [ η¨
s
i (τi+(τ, ~σ)
ρi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
−
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− η˙
s
i (τi+(τ, ~σ))
ρ2i+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
( ~˙η
2
i (τi+(τ, ~σ))−
− (~˙ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) + ri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)~¨ηi(τi+(τ, ~σ)) ) · ~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)) ] =
= Eˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Eˇr⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) =
= Eˇr⊥IN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
QiE˜
r
⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ), (64)
BˇrRET (τ, ~σ) = −ǫrsu(∂sAˇu⊥RET (τ, ~σ)) ◦= = BˇrIN(τ, ~σ) +
+
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
ǫrsuP uv⊥ (~σ)(
∂
∂σs
|τi+ + vi+ s(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
∂
∂τi+
)
η˙vi (τi+(τ, ~σ))
ρi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
=
= BˇrIN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
[~ˆri+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)× ~ˇE⊥(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) ]r +
+
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
ǫrsuP uv⊥ (~σ)
rˆsi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)η˙
v
i (τi+(τ, ~σ))
ρ2i+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)
=
= BˇrIN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
Bˇr(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) =
= BˇrIN(τ, ~σ) +
N∑
i=1
QiB˜
r
(i+)(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ). (65)
The particle equations of motion (51), the definition of the rest frame (49) and the conserved
relative energy (50) have now the following form
d
dτ
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ)√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
)
◦
= −∑
k 6=i
QiQk[~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ)]
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +
+ Qi[ ~ˇE⊥IN(τ, ~ηi(τ)) + ~˙ηi(τ)× ~ˇBIN(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
∑
k 6=i
QiQk[
~˜E⊥(k+)(τi+(τ, ~ηi(τ)), ~ηi(τ)) +
+ ~˙ηi(τ)× ~˜B(k+)(τi+(τ, ~ηi(τ)), ~ηi(τ))],
N∑
i=1
[ηimi
ηimi√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
+Qi ~ˇA⊥IN(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
~˜A⊥(j+)(τj+(τ, ~ηi(τ), ~ηi(τ)) +
+
∫
d3σ [ ~ˇE⊥IN × ~ˇBIN +
N∑
i=1
Qi( ~ˇE⊥IN × ~˜B⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ) +
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+ ~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ)× ~ˇBIN) +
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ)× ~˜B(j+)(τj+, ~σ)](τ, ~σ) ◦=0,
Erel =
∑
i
ηimi√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
+
∫
d3σ [
~ˇE
2
⊥IN + ~ˇB
2
IN
2
+
+
N∑
i=1
Qi( ~ˇE⊥IN · ~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ) + ~ˇBIN · ~˜B(i+)(τi+, ~σ)) +
+
∑
i>j
QiQj(
~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ) · ~˜E⊥(j+)(τj+, ~σ) +
+ ~˜B(i+)(τi+, ~σ) · ~˜E⊥(j+)(τj+, ~σ)) ](τ, ~σ) = const. (66)
The property Q2i = 0 has been used in these equations and it will be used also in what
follows. Besides the divergent Coulomb self-interaction it eliminates other divergent terms.
By using the equations of motion, it is verified that Erel is a constant of the motion
d
dτ
Erel =
d
dτ
[
N∑
i=1
ηimi√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
−∑
i>j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | ] +
−
N∑
i=1
Qi~˙ηi(τ) · ~ˇE⊥IN(τ, ~ηi(τ))−
∑
i6=j
QiQj ~˙ηi(τ) · ~˜E⊥(j+)(τj+(τ, ~ηi(τ)), ~ηi(τ)) +
−
∫
S∞
dΣ ~n · [ ~ˇE⊥IN × ~ˇBIN +
+
N∑
i=1
Qi( ~ˇE⊥IN × ~˜B(i+)(τi+, ~σ) + ~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ)× ~ˇBIN) +
+
∑
i6=j
QiQj
~˜E⊥(i+)(τi+, ~σ)× ~˜B(j+)(τj+, ~σ)](τ, ~σ) ◦=0, (67)
where we used the formula [V is a sphere in the Wigner hyperplane and S = ∂V its boundary
with outer normal ~n; in Eq.(67), S∞ is the limit of S when the radius of the sphere goes to
infinity]
dE
dτ
=
d
dτ
∫
V
d3σ [
~E2⊥ + ~B
2
2
](τ, ~σ) = −
∫
S
dΣ ~n · ( ~E⊥ ∧ ~B)(τ, ~σ). (68)
In the nonrelativistic limit |~˙ηi(τ)| << 1 and in wave zone [τi+(τ, ~σ) → τ ,
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ρi+(τi+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) → r(τ, σ) ≈ |~σ| → ∞] with ~ˇA⊥IN(τ, ~σ) = 0, the asymptotic limit of the
retarded fields is
Eˇr⊥RET,AS(τ, ~σ) ≈ −P rs⊥ (~σ)
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
η¨si (τ)
|~σ| ,
BˇrRET,AS(τ, ~σ) ≈ −P rs⊥ (~σ)
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
[~σ × ~¨ηi(τ)]s
|~σ| , (69)
so that the “Larmor formula” for the radiated energy become [~n = ~ˆr = ~σ/|~σ|]
dE
dτ
≈
∫
S
dΣ ~n · ( ~ˇE⊥RET,AS × ~ˇBRET,AS)(τ, ~σ) =
=
∑
i6=j
QiQj
(4π)2
∫
dΩ ~n · (~¨ηi(τ)× [~n× ~¨ηj(τ)]) =
=
∑
i6=j
QiQj
(4π)2
∫
dΩ(~n× ~¨ηi(τ)) · (~n× ~¨ηj(τ)) =
=
2
3
∑
i6=j
QiQj
(4π)2
~¨ηi(τ) · ~¨ηj(τ). (70)
The usual terms
Q2i
(4π)2
2
3
~¨η
2
i (τ) are absent due to the pseudoclassical conditions Q
2
i = 0.
Therefore, at the pseudoclassical level, there is no radiation coming from single charges, but
only interference radiation due to terms QiQj with i/not = j. Since it is not possible to
control whether the source is a single elementary charged particle (only macroscopic sources
are testable), this result is in accord with macroscopic experimental facts.
For a single particle, N=1, the pseudoclassical equations (66) and (67) become
d
dτ
(ηm
~˙η(τ)√
1− ~˙η2(τ)
)
◦
= Q[ ~ˇE⊥IN(τ, ~η(τ)) + ~˙η(τ)× ~ˇBIN(τ, ~η)],
ηm
~˙η(τ)√
1− ~˙η(τ)
+Q ~ˇA⊥IN(τ, ~η(τ)) +
+
∫
d3σ[( ~ˇE⊥IN × ~ˇBIN)(τ, ~σ) +Q( ~ˇE⊥IN(τ, ~σ)× ~˜B(+)(τ+(τ, ~σ), ~σ) +
+ ~˜E⊥(+)(τ+(τ, ~σ), ~σ)× ~ˇBIN(τ, ~σ))] ◦=0,
Erel =
ηm√
1− ~˙η(τ)2
+
∫
d3σ [
~ˇE
2
⊥IN + ~ˇB
2
IN
2
+
+ Q( ~ˇE⊥IN · ~˜E⊥(+)(τ+, ~σ) + ~ˇBIN · ~˜B(+)(τ+, ~σ))](τ, ~σ) = const. (71)
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ddτ
ηm√
1− ~˙η2(τ)
◦
= Q~˙η(τ) · ~ˇE⊥IN(τ, ~η(τ)) +
∫
Sas
dΣ ~n · [ ~ˇE⊥IN × ~ˇBIN +
+Q( ~ˇE⊥IN × ~˜B(+)(τ+, ~σ) + ~˜E⊥(+)(τ+, ~σ)× ~ˇBIN)](τ, ~σ). (72)
The first of Eqs.(71) replaces the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation [see for instance Ref.
[10]] for an electron in an external electromagnetic field [Q = eθ∗θ]
d
dτ
muµ = eF µνIN(x)uν +
2
3
e2
4π
(u¨µ − (u · u¨)uµ), uµ = x˙
µ
√
x˙2
. (73)
The e2 term contains: i) the term (u · u¨)uµ = −u˙2uµ associated with the Larmor emission
of radiation; ii) the Schott term u¨µ producing violations of Einstein causality (either runaway
solutions or pre-acceleration). They are inseparable because, given the Larmor term, the
requirement of manifest Lorentz covariance forces the appearance of the Schott term. The
rest-frame instant form of dynamics has manifest Wigner covariance, avoids the covariance
problems in the simultaneous description of particles and fields and has no term of order
Q2 (only terms QiQj with i 6= j) at the pseudoclassical level of description of the electric
charge.
Let us now come back to the general case with ~λ(τ) 6= 0, for which we have the Lagrangian
(46). If we put ~λ(τ) = d
dτ
~g(τ), then Eqs.(46)-(50) become
LR(τ) = −
N∑
i=1
ηimi
√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ))2 +
1
2
∑
i6=j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
+
∫
d3σ
N∑
i=1
δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ))Qi[~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ)] · ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ
1
2
[ ([
∂
∂τ
+
d~g(τ)
dτ
· ∂
∂~σ
] ~ˇA⊥)
2 − ~ˇB
2
](τ, ~σ),
d
dτ
[ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ)√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ))2
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))]
◦
=
◦
= −∑
k 6=i
QiQk[~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ)]
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3 +Qi
∑
u
[η˙ui (τ) + g˙
u(τ)]
∂
~ηi
Aˇu⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ)),
[(
∂
∂τ
+
d~g(τ)
dτ
· ∂
∂~σ
)2 +△]Aˇu⊥(τ, ~σ) ◦=
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◦
=
N∑
i=1
QiP
rs
⊥ (~σ)[η˙
s
i (τ) + g˙
s(τ)]δ3(~σ − ~ηi(τ)),
N∑
i=1
[ηimi
~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ)√
1− (~˙η(τ) + ~˙g(τ))2
+Qi ~ˇA⊥(τ, ~ηi(τ))] +
+
∫
d3σ
∑
r
[
∂Aˇr⊥
∂~σ
· ( ∂
∂τ
+
d~g(τ)
dτ
· ∂
∂~σ
)Aˇr⊥](τ, ~σ)
◦
=0,
Erel =
N∑
i=1
ηimi√
1− (~˙ηi(τ) + ~˙g(τ))2
+
∑
i>j
QiQj
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηj(τ) | +
+
∫
d3σ
1
2
[([
∂
∂τ
+
d~g(τ)
dτ
· ∂
∂~σ
] ~ˇA⊥)
2(τ, ~σ) + ~ˇB
2
(τ, ~σ)] = const. (74)
If we define the transformation τ = τ
′
, ~σ = ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
), we get ∂
∂τ
′ = ∂∂τ +
d~g(τ)
dτ
· ∂
∂~σ
,
∂
∂~σ
′ = ∂∂~σ and the equation of motion for the transverse vector potential and its solution
become
2
′
Aˇr⊥(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
))
◦
=
N∑
i=1
QiP
rs
⊥ (~σ
′
)[η˙si (τ
′
) + g˙s(τ
′
)]δ3(~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)− ~ηi(τ ′)),
Aˇr⊥RET (τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) = Aˇr⊥IN(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) +
+
N∑
i=1
Qi
2π
P rs⊥ (~σ
′
)
∫
dτ¯d3σ¯θ(τ
′ − τ¯)δ[(τ ′ − τ¯)2 − (~σ′ − ~¯σ)2]
· [η˙si (τ¯ ) + g˙s(τ¯)]δ3(~¯σ + ~g(τ¯ )− ~ηi(τ¯)) =
= Aˇr⊥IN(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) +
N∑
i=1
Qi
2π
P rs⊥ (~σ
′
)
∫
dτ¯θ(τ
′ − τ¯ )
δ[(τ
′ − τ¯)2 − (~σ′ + ~g(τ¯ )− ~ηi(τ¯))2][η˙si (τ¯) + g˙s(τ¯)]. (75)
If τ
′
i+(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) is the retarded solution of the delta-function and we define the
functions ~r
′
i+(τ
′
i+(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)), ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) = ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
) − ~ηi(τ ′i+(τ ′ , ~σ′ + ~g(τ ′))) and the
associated ρ
′
i+, we get
Aˇr⊥RET (τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) = Aˇr⊥IN(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)) +
+
N∑
i=1
Qi
4π
P rs⊥ (~σ
′
)
η˙si (τ
′
i+(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
))) + g˙s(τ
′
i+(τ
′
, ~σ
′
+ ~g(τ
′
)))
ρ
′
i+(τ
′
i+(τ
′ , ~σ′ + ~g(τ ′)), ~σ′ + ~g(τ ′))
. (76)
Therefore, one could recover all the previous results with ~λ(τ) = ~˙g(τ) 6= 0.
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If we put Eq.(76) with ~ˇA⊥IN = 0 in the Lagrangian of Eq.(74), we get the effective Fokker
action in the rest-frame instant form [one should make a careful analysis of the boundary
terms in the variation of LR(τ) following Ref. [11], before claiming the equivalence of this
effective Fokker action to a subspace of solutions of the original theory].
Following Ref. [12] and in particular Refs. [13–15], one can substitute retarded parti-
cle coordinates and velocities with instantaneous [in τ ] coordinates and accelerations of all
orders. There are two methods for doing this in Refs. [13–15]. It would be interesting to
check whether (with one of these methods) one can confirm in a Wigner-covariant way the
non-covariant result of Gordeyev that starting with an instantaneous expansion in accelera-
tions of retarded equations one gets instantaneous actions for the accelerations of the type
1
2
(retarded + advanced), but with the advanced part being a total τ -derivative (so that it
does not contribute to the equations of motion). See also Ref. [16].
Let us note Ref. [17] is the only attempt to study the Dirac constraints originating from
actions depending from accelerations of all orders [and, assuming they are equivalent to
Fokker actions, also originating from Fokker actions].
A connected open problem is the comparison for N=2 of the invariant mass ǫs = Hrel
of Eq.(42), when one puts into it the retarded [or the 1
2
(retarded + advanced)] Lienard-
Wiechert solutions (61), (64), (65), with ~ˇA⊥IN(τ, ~σ) = 0, with the sum of the pair of first
class constraints with instantaneous potentials [18–22], whose quantization gives coupled
Klein-Gordon equations for two spin zero particles [see Refs. [21–24] for similar equations
for Dirac particles deriving from pairs of first class constraints for spinning particles]. These
models were generated as phenomenological approximations to the Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion, by reducing it in instantaneous approximations to a 3-dimensional equation (with the
elimination of the spurious abnormal sectors of relative energy excitations) of the Lippmann-
Schwinger type and then to the equation of the quasipotential approach [sse the bibliography
of the quoted references], which Todorov [19] reformulated as a pair of first class constraints
at the classical level. In Ref. [22] it is directly shown how the normal sectors of the Bethe-
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Salpeter equation are connected with the quantization of pairs of first class constraints with
instantaneous (in general nonlocal, but approximable with local) potentials like in Todorov’s
examples. Instead, in Refs. [21] it is shown how to derive the Todorov potential for the elec-
tromagnetic case from Tetrode-Fokker-Feynman-Wheeler electrodynamics with scalar and
vector potentials [this theory is connected with 1
2
(retarded + advanced) solutions with no
incoming radiation (adjunct Lienard-Wiechert fields) of Maxwell equations with particle
currents in the Lorentz gauge]; besides the Coulomb potential, at the order 1/c2 one gets
the Darwin potential (becoming the Breit one at the quantum level), which is known to
be phenomenologically correct. With only retarded Lienard-Wiechert potentials Eq.(42)
becomes
ǫs = Hrel = η1
√
m21 + [~ˇκ1(τ)−Q1Q2 ~˜A⊥(2+)(τ(2+)(τ, ~η1(τ)), ~η1(τ))]2 +
+ η2
√
m22 + [~ˇκ2(τ)−Q1Q2 ~˜A⊥(1+)(τ(1+)(τ, ~η2(τ)), ~η2(τ))]2 +
Q1Q2
4π|~η1(τ)− ~η2(τ)| +
+ Q1Q2
∫
d3σ[~˜E⊥(1+)(τ(1+)(τ, ~σ), ~σ) · ~˜E⊥(2+)(τ(2+)(τ, ~σ), ~σ) +
+ ~˜B(1+)(τ(1+)(τ, ~σ), ~σ) · ~˜B(2+)(τ(2+)(τ, ~σ), ~σ). (77)
How, also forgetting the last term, to reexpress it only in terms of particle coordinates and
momenta [this problem is connected with the previous one of the Hamiltonian formulation
of Fokker actions]? How to check with a 1/c2 expansion whether the Darwin potential
is already present without using 1
2
(retarded + advanced) solutions [this is connected with
Gordeyev approach]?
Let us remark that, if in Eqs.(47), (49) and (50) one adds the second class constraints
~ˇA⊥(τ, ~σ) = ~ˇπ⊥(τ, ~σ) = 0 one selects the sector of phase space describing classical bound
states without any kind of radiation [namely one looks for solutions of the charged N-body
problem with instantaneous Coulomb interaction but without radiation fields]. One gets the
equations
d
dτ
(ηimi
~˙ηi(τ)√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
) = −∑
k 6=i
QiQk[~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ)]
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) |3
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N∑
i=1
ηimi
~˙ηi(τ)√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
= 0
Erel =
∑
i
ηimi√
1− ~˙η2i (τ)
+
∑
i6=k
QiQk
4π | ~ηi(τ)− ~ηk(τ) | = const. (78)
For N=2 and m1 = m2 = m one knows the solutions [25]: there is a rosetta motion without
spiral fall on the center.
Finally, in the electromagnetic case, the distribution function on the charge Grassmann
variables [8] is
ρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) =
∏
i
(1 + θ∗i θi). (79)
It satisfies the positivity condition only on analytic functions of the θi’s
f(θi) = f0 +
∑
i
f1iθi. (80)
The classical theory is recovered by making the mean of Grassmann- valued observables
with this distribution function. For the electric charges one has < Qi >=< eiθ
∗
i θi >= ei.
As noted in Refs. [8], the processes of taking the mean of the equations of motion and then
solving the classical equations [with the standard electromagnetic divergences and causality
pathologies] or of solving the pseudoclassical field equations and then taking the mean [no
divergences and no causality problems] do not commute. Since in the latter case there is
a regularization of the electromagnetic self-energy, it would be important to learn how to
quantize these solutions.
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V. SCALAR ELECTRODYNAMICS ON SPACELIKE HYPERSURFACES
Let us consider the action describing a charged Klein Gordon field interacting with the
electromagnetic field on spacelike hypersurfaces following the scheme of Ref. [1]
S =
∫
dτd3σN(τ, ~σ)
√
γ(τ, ~σ)
{gττ(∂τ + ieAτ )φ∗ (∂τ − ieAτ )φ+
+gτ rˇ[(∂τ + ieAτ )φ
∗ (∂rˇ − ieArˇ)φ+ (∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗ (∂τ − ieAτ )φ] +
+grˇsˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ
∗ (∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)φ−m2φ∗φ− 1
4
gAˇCˇgBˇDˇFAˇBˇFCˇDˇ }(τ, ~σ) =
=
∫
dτd3σ
√
γ(τ, ~σ){ 1
N
[∂τ + ieAτ −N rˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)]φ∗
[∂τ − ieAτ −N sˇ(∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)]φ+N [γ rˇsˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗(∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)φ−m2φ∗φ]−
− 1
2N
(Fτ rˇ −N uˇFuˇrˇ)γ rˇsˇ(Fτ sˇ −N vˇFvˇsˇ)− N
4
γ rˇsˇγuˇvˇFrˇuˇFsˇvˇ }(τ, ~σ). (81)
where the configuration variables are zµ(τ, ~σ), φ(τ, ~σ) = φ˜(z(τ, ~σ)) and AAˇ(τ, ~σ) =
zµ
Aˇ
(τ, ~σ)Aµ(z(τ, ~σ)) [φ˜(z) and Aµ(z) are the standard Klein-Gordon field and electromagnetic
potential, which do not know the embedding of the spacelike hypersurface Σ in Mikowski
spacetime like φ and AAˇ].
Since zµτ = Nl
µ + N rˇzµrˇ , one has
∂
∂z
µ
τ
= lµ
∂
∂N
+ zsˇµγ
sˇrˇ ∂
∂N rˇ
. Therefore, the canonical
momenta are
πτ (τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τAτ (τ, ~σ)
= 0,
πrˇ(τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τArˇ(τ, ~σ)
=
= −
√
γ(τ, ~σ)
N(τ, ~σ)
γ rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ)(Fτ sˇ −N uˇFuˇsˇ)(τ, ~σ),
πφ(τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τφ(τ, ~σ)
=
=
√
γ(τ, ~σ)
N(τ, ~σ)
[∂τ + ieAτ −N rˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)](τ, ~σ)φ∗(τ, ~σ),
πφ∗(τ, ~σ) =
∂L
∂∂τφ∗(τ, ~σ)
=
=
√
γ(τ, ~σ)
N(τ, ~σ)
[∂τ − ieAτ −N rˇ(∂rˇ − ieArˇ)](τ, ~σ)φ(τ, ~σ),
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ρµ(τ, ~σ) = − ∂L
∂∂τ zµ(τ, ~σ)
=
= lµ(τ, ~σ){πφπφ
∗√
γ
−√γ[γ rˇsˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗(∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)φ−
−m2φ∗φ] + 1
2
√
γ
πrˇgrˇsˇπ
sˇ −
√
γ
4
γ rˇsˇγuˇvˇFrˇuˇFsˇvˇ}(τ, ~σ) +
+zsˇµ(τ, ~σ)γ
rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ){πφ∗(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗ + πφ(∂rˇ − ieArˇ)φ− Frˇuˇπuˇ}(τ, ~σ). (82)
Therefore, one has the following primary constraints
πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
Hµ(τ, ~σ) = ρµ(τ, ~σ)−
−lµ(τ, ~σ){πφπφ
∗√
γ
−√γ[γ rˇsˇ(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗(∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)φ−
−m2φ∗φ] + 1
2
√
γ
πrˇgrˇsˇπ
sˇ −
√
γ
4
γ rˇsˇγuˇvˇFrˇuˇFsˇvˇ}(τ, ~σ) +
+zsˇµ(τ, ~σ)γ
rˇsˇ(τ, ~σ){πφ∗(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ∗ + πφ(∂rˇ − ieArˇ)φ− Frˇuˇπuˇ}(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, (83)
and the following Dirac Hamiltonian [λ(τ, ~σ) and λµ(τ, ~σ) are Dirac multiplier]
HD =
∫
d3σ[−Aτ (τ, ~σ)Γ(τ, ~σ) + λ(τ, ~σ)πτ (τ, ~σ) + λµ(τ, ~σ)Hµ(τ, ~σ)]. (84)
By using the Poisson brackets
{zµ(τ, ~σ), ρν(τ, ~σ′)} = ηµν δ3(~σ − ~σ
′
),
{AAˇ(τ, ~σ), πBˇ(τ, ~σ
′
)} = ηBˇ
Aˇ
δ3(~σ − ~σ′),
{φ(τ, ~σ), πφ(τ, ~σ′)} = {φ∗(τ, ~σ), πφ∗(τ, ~σ′)} = δ3(~σ − ~σ′), (85)
one finds that the time constancy of the primary constraints implies the existence of only
one secondary constraint
Γ(τ, ~σ) = ∂rˇπ
rˇ(τ, ~σ) + ie(πφ∗φ
∗ − πφφ0(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (86)
One can verify that these constraints are first class with the algebra given in Eqs.(125)
of Ref. [1].
The Poincare’ generators are like in Eq.(28).
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Following Ref. [1] (see also Sections I, II of this paper), we can restrict ourselves to
spacelike hyperplanes zµ(τ, ~σ) = xµs (τ) + b
µ
rˇσ
rˇ where the normal lµ = ǫµαβγb
α
1 (τ)b
β
2 (τ)b
γ
3(τ) is
τ -independent. Using the results of that paper one finds that Jµνs = x
µ
sp
ν
s − xνspµs + Sµνs and
that the constraints are reduced to the following ones
πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
Γ(τ, ~σ) = −~∂~π(τ, ~σ) + ie[πφ∗φ∗ − πφφ](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
H˜µ(τ) =
∫
d3σHµ(τ, ~σ) =
= pµs − lµ{
1
2
∫
d3σ[~π2 + ~B2](τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ[πφ∗φ
∗πφ + (~∂ + ie ~A)φ
∗ · (~∂ − ie ~A)φ+m2φ∗φ](τ, ~σ)} −
− bµrˇ (τ){
∫
d3σ(~π × ~B)rˇ(τ, ~σ) +
∫
d3σ[πφ∗(∂rˇ + ieArˇ)φ
∗ +
+ πφ(∂rˇ − ieArˇ)φ](τ, ~σ)} ≈ 0,
H˜µν(τ) = bµrˇ (τ)
∫
d3σσrˇHν(τ, ~σ)− bνrˇ(τ)
∫
d3σσrˇHµ(τ, ~σ) =
= Sµνs − (bµrˇ (τ)lν − bνrˇ (τ)lµ)[
1
2
∫
d3σσrˇ(~π2 + ~B2)(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σσrˇ[πφ∗πφ + (~∂ + ie ~A)φ
∗ · (~∂ − ie ~A)φ+m2φ∗φ](τ, ~σ)}+
+ (bµrˇ (τ)b
ν
sˇ (τ)− bνrˇ (τ)bµsˇ (τ)){
∫
d3σσrˇ(~π × ~B)sˇ(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σσrˇ[πφ∗(∂sˇ + ieAsˇ)φ
∗ + πφ(∂sˇ − ieAsˇ)φ](τ, ~σ)} ≈ 0. (87)
The configuration variables are reduced from zµ(τ, ~σ), AAˇ(τ, ~σ), φ(τ, ~σ), φ
∗(τ, ~σ) to xµs (τ),
to the six independent degrees of freedom hidden in the orthonormal tetrad bµ
Aˇ
[bµτ = l
µ],
AAˇ(τ, ~σ), φ(τ, ~σ), φ
∗(τ, ~σ), with the associated momenta [six degrees of freedom hidden in
Sµνs are the momenta conjugate to those hidden in the tetrad; see Ref. [1] for the associated
Dirac brackets].
If one selects all the configurations of the system with timelike total momentum [p2s > 0],
one can restrict oneself to the special Wigner hyperplanes orthogonal to pµs itself. The
effect of this gauge fixing is a canonical reduction to a phase space spanned only by the
variables x˜µs (τ), p
µ
s , Aτ (τ, ~σ), π
τ (τ, ~σ), ~A(τ, ~σ), ~π(τ, ~σ), φ(τ, ~σ), πφ(τ, ~σ), φ
∗(τ, ~σ), πφ∗(τ, ~σ),
with standard Dirac brackets.
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The only surviving constraints are [ǫs = ηs
√
p2s]
πτ (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
Γ(τ, ~σ) = −~∂~π(τ, ~σ) + ie[πφ∗φ∗ − πφφ](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
H(τ) = ǫs − {1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2 + ~B2)(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ[πφ∗φ
∗πφ + (~∂ + ie ~A)φ
∗ · (~∂ − ie ~A)φ+m2φ∗φ](τ, ~σ)} ≈ 0,
~Hp(τ) =
∫
d3σ(~π × ~B)(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ[πφ∗(~∂ + ie ~A)φ
∗ + πφ(~∂ − ie ~A)φ](τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (88)
Always following Ref. [1], it can be shown that the Lorentz generators take the following
form
J ijs = x˜
i
sp
j
s − x˜jspis + δirδjsS¯rss ,
Jois = x˜
o
sp
i
s − x˜ispos −
δirS¯rss p
s
s
pos + ǫs
,
S¯rss =
∫
d3σ{σr(~π × ~B)s(τ, ~σ)− σs(~π × ~B)r(τ, ~σ)}+
+
∫
d3σ{σr[πφ∗(∂s + ieAs)φ∗ + πφ(∂s − ieAs)φ](τ, ~σ)− (r ↔ s)}. (89)
To make the reduction to Dirac’s observables with respect to the electromagnetic gauge
transformations, let us recall [9,6] that the electromagnetic gauge degrees of freedom are
described by the two pairs of conjugate variables Aτ (τ, ~σ), πτ (τ, ~σ)[≈ 0], ηem(τ, ~σ) = − 1△ ∂∂~σ ·
~A(τ, ~σ), Γ(τ, ~σ)[≈ 0], so that we have the decompositions
Ar(τ, ~σ) =
∂
∂σr
ηem(τ, ~σ) + A
r
⊥(τ, ~σ),
πr(τ, ~σ) = πr⊥(τ, ~σ) +
+
1
△
∂
∂σr
[−Γ(τ, ~σ) + ie(πφ∗φ∗ − πφφ)(τ, ~σ)] ≈ 0,
{Ar⊥(τ, ~σ) , πs⊥(τ, ~σ
′
)} = −P rs⊥ (~σ)δ3(~σ − ~σ
′
), (90)
where P rs⊥ (~σ) = δ
rs + ∂
r∂s
△ , △ = −~∂2. Then, we have
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∫
d3σ ~π2(τ, ~σ) =
∫
d3σ~π2⊥(τ, ~σ)−
− e
2
4π
∫
d3σ1d
3σ2
i(πφ∗φ
∗ − πφφ)(τ, ~σ1) i(πφ∗φ∗ − πφφ)(τ, ~σ2)
|~σ1 − ~σ2| . (91)
Since we have
{φ(τ, ~σ),Γ(τ, ~σ′)} = ieφ(τ, ~σ)δ3(~σ − ~σ′),
{πφ(τ, ~σ),Γ(τ, ~σ′)} = −ieπφ(τ, ~σ)δ3(~σ − ~σ′), (92)
the Dirac observables for the Klein-Gordon field are
φˆ(τ, ~σ) = [φˆ∗(τ, ~σ)]∗ = eieηem(τ,~σ)φ(τ, ~σ),
πˆφ(τ, ~σ) = [πˆφ∗(τ, ~σ)]
∗ = e−ieηem(τ,~σ)πφ(τ, ~σ),
{φˆ(τ, ~σ) , Γ(τ, ~σ′)} = {πˆφ(τ, ~σ),Γ(τ, ~σ′){= 0. (93)
The constraints take the following form
H(τ) = ǫs − { 1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2⊥ + ~B
2)(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ[πˆφ∗πˆφ + (~∂ + ie ~A⊥)φˆ
∗ · (~∂ − ie ~A⊥)φˆ+m2φˆ∗φˆ](τ, ~σ)−
− e
2
8π
∫
d3σ1d
3σ2
i(πˆφ∗φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~σ1) i(πˆφ∗φˆ∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~σ2)
|~σ1 − ~σ2| },
~Hp(τ) =
∫
d3σ(~π⊥ × ~B)(τ, ~σ) +
∫
d3σ(πˆφ∗~∂φˆ
∗ + πˆφ~∂φˆ)(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0, (94)
where the Coulomb self-interaction appears in the invariant mass and where the 3 constraints
defining the rest frame do not depend on the interaction since we are in an instant form of
the dynamics. The final form of the rest-frame spin tensor is
S¯rss =
∫
d3σ{σr[(~π⊥ × ~B)s + πˆφ∗∂sφˆ∗ + πˆφ∂sφˆ]− (r ↔ s)}(τ, ~σ). (95)
If we go to the gauge χ = Ts − τ ≈ 0, we can eliminate the variables ǫs, Ts, and the
τ -evolution (in the Lorentz scalar rest-frame time) is governed by the Hamiltonian
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HR = Hrel − ~λ(τ) · ~Hp(τ),
Hrel =
1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2⊥ + ~B
2)(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σ[πˆφ∗ πˆφ + (~∂ + ie ~A⊥φˆ
∗ · (~∂ − ie ~A⊥)φˆ+m2φˆ∗φˆ](τ, ~σ)−
− e
2
8π
∫
d3σ1d
3σ2
i(πˆφ∗φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~σ1) i(πˆφ∗φˆ∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~σ)2)
|~σ1 − ~σ2| . (96)
In the gauge ~λ(τ) = 0, the Hamilton equations are
∂τ φˆ(τ, ~σ)
◦
= πˆφ∗(τ, ~σ) +
+
ie2
4π
φˆ(τ, ~σ)
∫
d3σ¯
i(πˆφ∗ φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~¯σ)
|~σ − ~¯σ| ,
∂τ πˆφ∗(τ, ~σ)
◦
= [(~∂ − ie ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))2 −m2]φˆ(τ, ~σ) +
+
ie2
4π
πˆφ∗(τ, ~σ)
∫
d3σ¯
i(πˆφ∗ φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ)(τ, ~¯σ)
|~σ − ~¯σ| ,
∂τA
r
⊥(τ, ~σ)
◦
= −πr⊥(τ, ~σ),
∂τπ
r
⊥(τ, ~σ)
◦
= △Ar⊥(τ, ~σ) +
+ ieP rs⊥ (~σ)[φˆ
∗(∂s − ieAs⊥)φˆ− φˆ(∂s + ieAs⊥)φˆ∗](τ, ~σ). (97)
The equations for φˆ∗ and πφ are the complex conjugate of those for φˆ and for πˆφ∗ .
By using the results of Ref. [6], we have the following inversion formula
πˆφ∗
◦
= ∂τ φˆ+ ie
2φˆ
1
△ i(πˆφ∗ φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ) =
= ∂τ φˆ+ ie
2φˆ
1
△+ 2e2φˆ∗φˆi(φˆ
∗∂τ φˆ− φˆ∂τ φˆ∗), (98)
since we have i(φˆ∗∂τ φˆ− φˆ∂τ φˆ∗) = [1+2e2φˆ∗φˆ 1△ ]i(πˆφ∗ φˆ∗− πˆφφˆ) and where use has been done
of the operator identity 1
A
1
1+B 1
A
= 1
A
[1 − B 1
A
+ B 1
A
B 1
A
− ...] = 1
A+B
(valid for B a small
perturbation of A) for A = △ and B = 2e2φˆ∗φˆ.
Using this formula, we get the following second order equations of motion
{[ ∂τ + ie2 1△+ 2e2φˆ∗φˆ i(φˆ
∗∂τ φˆ− φˆ∂τ φˆ∗)]2 − (~∂ − ie ~A⊥)2 +m2 }φˆ ◦=0,
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[∂2τ +△]Ar⊥ ◦= ieP rs⊥ (~σ)[φˆ∗(∂s − ieAs⊥)φˆ− φˆ(∂s + ieAs⊥)φˆ∗]. (99)
We see that the non-local velocity-dependent self-energy is formally playing the role of
a scalar potential.
The previous results can be reformulated in the two-component Feshbach-Villars for-
malism for the Klein-Gordon field [5] [see also Ref. [26,27]]. If we put (τi are the Pauli
matrices)
φˆ =
1√
2
[ϕ+ χ],
i
m
πˆφ∗ =
1√
2
[ϕ− χ],
ϕ =
1√
2
[φˆ+
i
m
πˆφ∗ ],
χ =
1√
2
[φˆ− i
m
πˆφ∗ ],
Φ =

 ϕ
χ

 , (100)
the Hamilton equations for the Klein-Gordon field become
i∂τϕ
◦
=
1
2m
(−i~∂ − e ~A⊥)
2
(ϕ+ χ) + (m+K)ϕ,
i∂τχ = − 1
2m
(−i~∂ − e ~A⊥)
2
(ϕ+ χ) + (−m+K)χ,
K(τ, ~σ) = −me
2
4π
∫
d3σ1
(ϕ∗ϕ− χ∗χ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| =
= −me
2
4π
∫
d3σ1
(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| . (101)
In the 2× 2 matrix formalism we have
i∂τΦ = [
1
2m
(−i~∂ − e ~A⊥)
2
(τ3 + iτ2) +mτ3 +K11]Φ =
= HΦ. (102)
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Since ρ = i
m
Φ∗τ3Φ = im(ϕ
∗ϕ − χ∗χ) = i
m
(πˆφ∗ φˆ
∗ − πˆφφˆ) is the density of the conserved
charge e/m (see the Gauss law), the normalization of Φ can be taken
∫
d3σ(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ) = em .
As shown in Ref. [5], when we put ~A⊥ = K = 0, the free Klein- Gordon field has the
Hamiltonian Ho =
~p2
2m
(τ3+ iτ2)+mτ3 in the momentum representation and this Hamiltonian
can be diagonalized (pτ = +
√
m2 + ~p2)
Ho,U = U
−1(~p)HoU(~p) = p
ττ3 =


√
m2 + ~p2 0
0 −√m2 + ~p2

 ,
ΦU(τ, ~p) = U
−1(~p)Φ(τ, ~p),
i∂τΦU = Ho,UΦu,
U(~p) =
1
2
√
mpo
[(m+ po)1− (m− po)τ1],
U−1(~p) =
1
2
√
mpo
[(m+ po)1 + (m− po)τ1]. (103)
Like in the case of the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation for particles of spin 1/2, also in
the spin 0 case the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian cannot be achieved in presence
of an arbitrary external electromagnetic field [5].
Now, Eq.(102) has the following form after Fourier transform
i∂τΦ(τ, ~p) = H˜Φ(τ, ~p),
H˜ =
1
2m
[~p− e
∫
d3k ~A⊥(τ,~k)e
−~k·~∂ ]2(τ3 + iτ2) +mτ3 +
+
∫
d3kK(τ,~k)e−
~k·~∂ 11. (104)
If we put Φ(τ, ~p) = U(~p)ΦU(τ, ~p) with the same U(~p) of the free case, we get [see Ref.
[5]]
i∂τΦU(τ, ~p) =
√
m2 + ~p2τ3ΦU (τ, ~p) +
+
∫
d3kK(τ, ~p− ~k)(
√
m2 + ~p2 +
√
m2 + ~k2)11 + (
√
m2 + ~p2 −
√
m2 + ~k2)τ1
2
√√
m2 + ~p2
√
m2 + ~k2
11ΦU(τ,~k) +
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+
∫
d3k
m
2
√√
m2 + ~p2
√
m2 + ~k2
[− e
m
~k · ~A⊥(τ, ~p− ~k) + e
2
2m
( ~A2⊥)(τ, ~p− ~k)]
(11 + τ1)ΦU(τ,~k), (105)
where ( ~A2⊥)(τ, ~p) means the Fourier transform of ~A
2
⊥(τ, ~σ).
In ref. [5], it is shown that this Hamiltonian cannot be diagonalized, because the sepa-
ration of positive and negative energies is inhibited by effects which (in a second quantized
formalism) can be asribed to the vacuum polarization, namely to the pair production. This
(i.e. the nonseparability of positive and negative energies) is also the source of the zitterbe-
wegung effects for localized Klein-Gordon wave packets as discussed in Ref. [5].
Let us come back to the constraint (94) giving the invariant mass of the full system.
With an integration by parts it can be rewritten as
ǫs − 1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2⊥ + ~B
2(τ, ~σ)−
−
∫
d3σΦ∗(τ, ~σ)τ3[
1
2
(−i~∂ − e ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))2(τ3 + iτ2) +m2τ3]Φ(τ, ~σ) +
+
∫
d3σΦ∗(τ, ~σ)τ3[
e2m2
8π
∫
d3σ1
(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| 11]Φ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (106)
If we suppose that Φ(τ, ~σ) is normalized to
∫
d3σΦ∗(τ, ~σ)τ3Φ(τ, ~σ) = 1/m [this is a charge
normalization compatible with the nonlinear equations of motion, because the electric charge
is conserved], we can rewrite the previous formula as
∫
d3σΦ∗(τ, ~σ)τ3{ [ǫs − 1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2⊥ + ~B
2(τ, ~σ) +
+
e2m
8π
∫
d3σ1
(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| ]11−
− [ 1
2m
(−i~∂ − e ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))2(τ3 + iτ2) +mτ3]}Φ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (107)
If we assume that the nonlinear equations for the reduced Klein-Gordon field have solu-
tions of the form Φ(τ, ~σ) = Φ(τ, ~p)ei~p·~σ+Φ1(τ, ~σ) with Φ1 negligible, namely that the global
form of the nonlinear wave admits a sensible eikonal approximation, then, neglecting Φ1, we
get approximately
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∫
d3σΦ∗(τ, ~σ)τ3{ [ǫs − 1
2
∫
d3σ(~π2⊥ + ~B
2(τ, ~σ) +
+
e2m
8π
∫
d3σ1
(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| ]11−
− [ 1
2m
(~p− e ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))2(τ3 = iτ2) +mτ3]}Φ(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0. (108)
If we now redefine ΦU(τ, ~σ) = U
−1(~p − e ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))Φ(τ, ~σ) with the same U of Eq.(103),
we get
∫
d3σΦ∗U(τ, ~σ)

 H+(τ, ~σ) 0
0 H−(τ, ~σ)

 ΦU (τ, ~σ) ≈ 0,
H±(τ, ~σ) = ǫs ∓
√
m2 + (~p− e ~A⊥(τ, ~σ))2 +
+
e2m
8π
∫
d3σ1
(Φ∗τ3Φ)(τ, ~σ1)
|~σ − ~σ1| −
1
2
∫
d3σ1(~π
2
⊥ + ~B
2)(τ, ~σ1). (109)
where H±(τ, ~σ) ≈ 0 are the constraints (30) for N=1 for the invariant mass of charged scalar
particles plus the electromagnetic field given in Ref. [1] for the two possible signs of the energy
η = ±. The Klein-Gordon self-energy should go in the particle limit (eikonal approximation
of filed theory) in the Coulomb self-energy of the classical particle, which is assent in Ref. [1]
because it is regularized by assuming that the particle electric charge Q is pseudoclassically
described by Grassmann variables so that Q2 = 0. Therefore, the particle description
of Ref. [1] is valid only when one disregards the effects induced by vacuum polarization
and pair production and uses a strong eikonal approximation neglecting diffractive effects.
It would be interesting to investigate whether there are special electromagnetic fields for
which Eq.(104) can be diagonalized with a field-dependent matrix more general of U(~p) and
whether Eq.(109) can be generalized with non-minimal coupling terms in these cases.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS.
In this paper we ended the rest-frame description of scalar charged, either particle or
field, systems interacting with the electromagnetic field. For particles we deduced the final
reduced equations of motion and gave indications of how to attack the problem of getting
an equivalent Fokker-type descrption. Due to the pseudoclassical nature of the Grassmann-
valued electric charges, the causality problems of the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation get a
solution without damaging the macroscopic results of radiation theory based on the Larmor
equation.
We left the signs ηi of the energies of the particles arbitrary. Actually, we can put all
signs ηi = +1, with the classical antiparticles moving forward in τ and having opposite
electric charge (opposite ratio charge/mass) with respect to the classical particles [28–30].
We showed which should be the starting point for the connection with the two-body
equations of Refs. [21–24]: is the Darwin potential at order 1/c2 already contained in our
reduced theory? Let us add that one can introduce further instantaneous interactions (be-
sides the Coulomb one) in Eqs.(30), at least for N=2, in such a way that the constraints
remain first class. As shown in Eq.(111) of Ref. [1] one can introduce any additive poten-
tial depending on |~ηi(τ) − ~ηj(τ)| in the first os Eqs.(30) and the constraints remain first
class, because the other constraints in Eq.(30) are interaction independent and contain only
~ˇκ+(τ) =
∑N
i=1 ~ˇκi(τ); instead aa interaction depending also on the transverse electromagnetic
field should commute with
∫
d3σ(~ˇπ⊥ × ~ˇB)(τ, ~σ). Once one has the first class constraints
on the Wigner hyperplane, one can try to go backward and deduce the constraints on gen-
eral spacelike hypersurfaces. This could simulate more general interactions maybe coming
from a partial diagonalization of Feshbach-Villars’ Eqs.(105) with a consistent truncation
of the off-diagonal terms connected with pair production. Moreover, one should study the
separation of positive and negative particle energies in the pairs of first class constraints
of Refs. [21,22] to see whether it is possible to get a 4× 4 formalism generalizing Eq.(109)
in this two-particle sector. One should obtain 4 first class constraints for the 4 branches
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of the mass spectrum for m1 6= m2 [for m1 = m2 the situation is more complex [1]] to be
compared with the results of Ref. [1], remembering that in general the theory of interacting
particles on spacelike hypersurfaces is not completely equivalent to the one with mass-shell
constraints [non-timelike branches of the mass spectrum are eliminated by construction on
the hypersurface].
We also gave the rest-frame formulation of scalar electrodynamics and we showed that
the approximation with scalar charged particles emerges in an eikonal approximation after
a Feshbach-Villars reformulation.
Let us remark that in the electromagnetic case all the dressing with Coulomb clouds
[of the scalar particles and of charged Klein-Gordon fields in this paper and of Grassmann-
valued Dirac fields in Ref. [9]] are done with the Dirac phase ηem = − 1△ ~∂ · ~A [31]. The
same phase is used in Ref. [32] to dress fermions in QED. Also in Ref. [33] the solution of
the quantum Gauss law constraint on Schroedinger functional Ψ[A] in the case of two static
particles of opposite charges, is able to reproduce the Coulomb potential and the Coulomb
self-energy with the same mechanism as in Eq.(91) only if Ψ[A] = eiηemΦ[A] with Φ[A]
gauge invariant and not with Ψ
′
[A] = e
i
∫ x1
xo
d~x· ~A(xo,~x)
Φ
′
[A] with a phase factor resembling the
Wilson loop operator [one has Φ[A] = e
i
∫ x1
xo
d~x· ~A⊥(xo,~x)Φ
′
[A], namely the Wilson line operator
has been broken in the gauge part plus the gauge invariant part using Eq.(90)].
The next step would be the elimination of the 3 constraints ~Hp(τ) ≈ 0 defining the
intrinsic rest frame. This requires the introduction of 3 gauge-fixings identifying the Wigner
3-vector describing the intrinsic 3-center of mass on the Wigner hyperplane. However, till
now these gauge-fixings are known only in the case of an isolated system containing only
particles. When the center of mass canonical decomposition of linear classical field theories
will be available (see Ref. [34] for the Klein-Gordon field), its reformulation on spacelike
hypersurfaces will allow the determination of these gauge-fixings also when fields are present
and a Hamiltonian description with only Wigner-covariant relative variables with an explicit
control on the action-reaction balance between fields and particles or between two types of
fields.
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Finally, one has to start the quantization program of relativistic scalar charged particles
plus the electromagnetic field in the rest-frame Coulomb gauge based on the Hamiltonian
Hrel of Eq.(42). On the particle side, the complication is the quantization of the square
roots associated with the relativistic kinetic energy terms. On the field side, the obstacle is
the absence (notwithstanding the absence of no-go theorems) of a complete regularization
and renormalization procedure of electrodynamics in the Coulomb gauge: see Refs. [35,32]
for the existing results for QED. However, as shown in Refs. [1,9], the rest-frame instant
form of dynamics automatically gives a physical ultraviolet cutoff: it is the Møller radius ρ =
√−W 2c/P 2 = |~S|c/
√
P 2 (W 2 = −P 2~S2 is the Pauli-Lubanski Casimir), namely the classical
intrinsic radius of the worldtube, around the covariant noncanonical Fokker-Price center of
inertia, inside which the noncovariance of the canonical center of mass x˜µ is concentrated.
At the quantum level ρ becomes the Compton wavelength of the isolated system multiplied
its spin eigenvalue
√
s(s+ 1) , ρ 7→ ρˆ =
√
s(s+ 1)h¯/M with M =
√
P 2.
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